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SWASS is building the next major DEX tool to be used
 by the BSC marketplace.

SWASS is a "store-of-wealth" token that is 100% community driven, and built on "deflationary tokenomics".  It has locked liquidity for 80 years, and
publically renounced ownership of the contract. 

SWASS incentivizes both investors, and advertisers through a (DApp) portfolio management platform, and engaging advertisement portal. The
platform that we build will provide any user with advanced portfolio management tools such as; price analysis, risk assessment, customizable UI,
tracking of wallets, transaction history, launch progress, & more. In addition, "higher-tier" DApp features will be accessible when the connected
wallet holds a minimum balance of SWASS.

New members
everyday.

+100
Market cap since launch

+2M$30k
Marketing investing

+1k
Mentions and interactions

on social media
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SWASS is backed by a dedicated team of professionals who have 20+ years of experience operating
businesses, developing software, and bringing products to market. The members of the team have
specialized in algorithmic trading tools, machine learning, SEO, financial products, & DeFi
ecosystems.

At SWASS, we are exceptionally proud of the community that is being built surrounding our token. 
 We work to provide engagement through our social media pages, as well as timely announcements,
and transparency as the company develops. 

The result of which, is an honest and progress-driven token, backed by our biggest supports and
believers in the DApp project. We encourage anyone who believes in our use case or tokenomics, to
please volunteer in getting the word out about SWASS!

In the future we hope to integrate the power of the community in deciding if excess funds will be
spent on marketing budgets, for yield farming integration, random NFT generation, token burns, etc.

ABOUT US
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The SWASS ecosystem is built on an aggressive "store of wealth" and
"yield tokenomics" model, which benefits every long term holder with
passive income. Every transaction is subject to a 5% tax re-distributed to
existing holders, and a 5% tax given back to the liquidity pool.

In addition, SWASS developers are creating a suite of products that will
provide high-grade portfolio management, and charting tools on our
Decentralized App (DApp).
Access to this will be based on a minimum balance of SWASS tokens held
(in an individuals' wallet), although anyone can still access basic features
on our website swass.finance. 

For holders of SWASS, the DApp acts as a 2nd layer incentive for adding
liquidity, as well as a product that they can use to search other
cryptocurrencies, and more easily manage their portfolio.
Our developers are committed to improving the DApp experience for
larger holders of SWASS, and expanding the applications of the SWASS
token in the future.

USE CASE
SUMMARY
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http://swass.finance/


ROAD
MAP

SWASS was successfully launched on May 3rd, 2021 with a
10% transactional fee, which took 5% of buys/sells and re-
distributed them to existing holders, while the other 5% was
sent directly to the Liquidity Pool (LP).
10% of the original supply is in the developers fund for future
marketing campaigns.

INITIAL LAUNCH (COMPLETE)

PHASE 1

SWASS renounced ownership of the contract, by locking 90%
of tokens in the liquidity pool until the year 2099.
This demonstrates to the community that they can trust in
the developers, and the long term viability of the project, as
new applications are added to the token.

RENOUNCED CONTRACT (COMPLETE)

Blockfolio
Coinmarketcap
Coingecko
Coinhunt
Poocoin
Dextools
Bogged Finance

 The developers have dedicated an initial $30,000 marketing
budget to lay the foundation for community incentives and
social impact over the first sixty (60) days.

The future marketing budget will be decided by periodic,
community voting, which will determine where excess funds
will come from once the 60 days are over.

We currently have active social media campaigns in place for
Telegram, Discord, Twitter, Facebook, Reddit, Tiktok,
Instagram, etc. Our goal is to reward SWASS community
engagement!

We plan to list or are actively seeking listing the following:

MARKETING INITIATIVE

PHASE 2
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We are actively seeking a TechRate audit of the SWASS
smart contract code, which we will make publicly available
on our GitHub, and our website.
You can also see our BSC contract and token data, and our
locked liquidity contract on there as well.

AUDIT



ROAD
MAP

PHASE 3

DApp iPortfolio mangement indicators
Wallet connection with data pulling data from web3
integration.
BSCscan API connection w/ data pull.
USD value conversions for any token balances.
"Price floor evaluator" (algorithmic trading tool using
BSCscan).
Bitquery API calls for data.

SWASS developers will launch app.swass.finance, which will
give holders utility by unlocking premium features based on
your SWASS wallet balance.

Token holders will have the ability to interact with the main
features of our SWASS Decentralized App (DApp) which will
greatly improve portfolio management. The features are:

DECENTRALIZED APPLICATION (DAPP)
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To further incentivize holders, we will be upgrading these
features and integrating them into other applications that
will use the SWASS token

UTILITY OF SWASS TOKEN

PHASE 4

AMA�s
Exchange listings
NFT Development
DApp and Second Layer Development

 In this phase the core team will be focused on the following:
NEXT STEPS

Yield farming or Pool integration with SWASS token
Major exchange listings (to be decided by community)

FUTURE PARTNERSHIPS

http://app.swass.finance/


FUTURE
INTEGRATIONS
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DApp

DApp iPortfolio mangement tools and
indicators directly on app.
Wallet connection with data pull web3
integration.
BSCscan api connection w/ data pull.
USD value converting for any token balances.
Price floor evaluator (my algo using
BSCscan).
Bitquery api calls for data.

Use case NFT´s

Swass token burns will generate random
NFT's.
Rare NFTS will act as second layer access to
the DApp's and advertisement portals.

Features to be Built into DApp

Asset management tools with tracking and
history
Risk management tools and scoring system
DApp access levels will be a 2nd layer holding
mechanism for SWASS
Newly launched token progress and grading
tools
Advertisement platform that will also be a
2nd layer holding mechanism for SWASS
token.
Random NFT generation with use case based
on burning SWASS.
NFT market place to buy and sell



TOKENOMICS
SUMMARY

10,000,000,000,000,000 SWASS
INITIAL SUPPLY

900,000,000,000,000 SWASS
MARKETING WALLET

SUMMARY
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9,720,000,000,000,000 SWASS
CIRCULATING SUPPLY

280,000,000,000,000 SWASS
BURN WALLET

PER TRANSACTION:

5% Redistribution to holders
5% To liquidity pool

Dead wallets and marketing wallet are receivers of reflection.

YIELD FARMING - AUTOSTAKING

Auto staking mechanism directly on wallet (Metamask/ Trust).
5% taken from every transaction and divided amongst holders of SWASS.
5% taken from every transaction and returned to the liquidity pool.
Community vote on yield farming integration and partnerships



TOKEN
QUICK FACTS

PancakeSwap

Chart

Twitter

Telegram

https://exchange.pancakeswap.finance/#/swap?
inputCurrency=0xEFbA8b41e3495ad52258DFe916199Dc643F99dA2

https://poocoin.app/tokens/0xEFbA8b41e3495ad52258DFe916199
Dc643F99dA2

https://twitter.com/FinanceSwass

https://t.me/swassfinance

Contract 0xEFbA8b41e3495ad52258DFe916199Dc643F99dA2

Verified
Contract

https://bscscan.com/address/0xEFbA8b41e3495a
d52258DFe916199Dc643F99dA2#code

PROOF OF SWASS URL´s
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Reddit SWASSFinance

BSCScan https://bscscan.com/token/0xefba8b41e3495ad5
2258dfe916199dc643f99da2

Discord SWASSFinance

Website http://swass.finance/

Facebook SWASSFinance

https://exchange.pancakeswap.finance/#/swap?inputCurrency=0xEFbA8b41e3495ad52258DFe916199Dc643F99dA2
https://poocoin.app/tokens/0xEFbA8b41e3495ad52258DFe916199Dc643F99dA2
https://twitter.com/FinanceSwass
https://bscscan.com/address/0xEFbA8b41e3495ad52258DFe916199Dc643F99dA2#code
https://bscscan.com/address/0xEFbA8b41e3495ad52258DFe916199Dc643F99dA2#code
https://www.reddit.com/r/SWASSFinance/
https://exchange.pancakeswap.finance/#/swap?inputCurrency=0xEFbA8b41e3495ad52258DFe916199Dc643F99dA2
https://discord.gg/qWDvCTfsXK
http://swass.finance/
https://www.facebook.com/SwassFinance-101858228756917

